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As an early stage researcher I was on secondment at the Centre for Historical Studies at Jawaharhal 

Nehru University (JNU) in New Delhi from September 2015 until February 2016. The time spent in India 

offered me the possibility to get deeper insights into the ongoing nation building processes and the 

strategies that individuals, communities and collectives may use in order to come to terms with the 

impact of traumatic events. This was a fruitful exchange that helped to expand my research on the 

dynamics of public commemoration and private remembering and the ways biographical narratives are 

used to create continuity in personal life as well as in debates concerning politics of memory. 

While in Delhi, I visited the public lectures and conferences at the School of Social Sciences in JNU that 

offered both critical and fresh viewpoints on Indian society and on methods of analysing sociocultural 

processes in general. In addition, I participated in the meetings of Professor Aditya Mukherjee’s 

postgraduate research group for history students, where I had the chance to meet the new generation 

of highly motivated researchers and to learn about the topics that have thrown their attention. I also 

attended lectures related to Indian society, culture and heritage politics at the India International 

Centre. These lectures and the documentary festival Open Frame 15: Diverse People, Diverse Stories 

organized there in September by the Public Service Broadcasting Trust, brought up important questions 

about identity formation processes and helped me to better orientate in India´s past and present. Of 

special interest were the screenings dedicated to the topics of memory, trauma and adaptation, which 

(re-)negotiated the boundaries between remembering and forgetting, public and private memories. 

Gradually learning to grasp Indian society and the social processes that have shaped it, I became also 

more aware of my own sociocultural and historical bias as well as my academic lens of an ethnologist 

interested in the biographical research and the processes of identity formation on the private and public 

levels in face of the changing historical experiences and political circumstances. Coming from Estonia, “a 

small remote country somewhere far north”, that is generally not very well known in that part of the 

world, I was on the one hand challenged to find new ways for making myself understandable across 

languages, cultural spaces and political convictions. On the other hand, I was also confronted with the 
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task of attracting “the other`s” attention and figuring out what kind of a perspective would form by 

talking about Estonia’s processes of memory and identity, and what would be its practical use for the 

listener. I got the chance to test my abilities in cultural translation and mediation twice at JNU. 

Followed by the kind invitation from Professor Archana Upadhjay, Märt Läänemets, a senior researcher 

in Chinese and Buddhist Studies at the University of Tartu, and I, conducted a seminar on Estonian 

history and culture in November at the Centre for Russian and Central Asian Studies at the School of 

International Studies. In the paper1 I highlighted some characteristics of Estonian folk culture and 

elaborated on the role these traditions have played in the nation-building processes since the 19th 

century when the Estonian nation in the modern sense of that word was “invented“ (Hobsbawn&Ranger 

1983) and the cultural, social and economic preconditions for this once tribal confederation and then 

lower peasant class under different foreign powers to develop into a modern independent nation state 

were created. Before the departure, I received also the possibility to give a presentation2 to Professor 

Mukherjee’s research group about the ways Estonian nation has been “imagined” (Anderson 1983) and 

the historical circumstances as well as cultural traumas that have shaped it. 

These presentations are closely related to my doctorate thesis about the Soviet agricultural elite’s 

ambivalent position in the Estonian post-socialist memory culture, which I continued to work on in 

Delhi, as it is not possible to negotiate their role and legacy without studying the position that peasant 

culture, rural life and family farming have (had) in Estonia(ns)`s self-perception. The focus of my study is 

on the relationship between public commemoration and private remembering of the Soviet past in 

Estonia in the 21st century. I analyse its dynamics, the conflicts inherited in it and the strategies of 

adaptation by focusing on the biographical narratives of the Soviet era agricultural elite – mostly men 

who worked as directors of state farms (sovkhozes) or managers of collective farms (kolkhozes). 

In Estonia as in the other Baltic States, an idealized picture of a happy life on the pre-World War II family 

farm—an idyll that was “interrupted” for half a century by the loss of independence, repressions and 

forced collectivization—stood at the heart of the national movement in the late 1980s (Kõresaar 2005). 

(This is understandable, when thinking about the great number of war casualties and Stalinist 

repressions (Rahi-Tamm 2004; Mertelsmann&Rahi-Tamm 2009), the disruption of familial and regional 

                                                
1
 Some Glimpses of Estonian Culture, 9.11.2015, Centre for Russian and Central Asian Studies, School of International Studies, 

Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. 
2
 Imagining the Nation: Estonia, 25.02.2016, Centre for Historical Studies, School of Social Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru 

University, New Delhi. 
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continuities caused by imprisonments, deportations, fleeing the country and the violent re-organization 

of rural life as well as the obligatory transferring within Soviet employment police.) Therefore the 

restoration of ownership, especially the de-collectivization of agriculture and the re-establishment of 

family farming3, held an important place in the process of recovery from the “rupture” of a natural flow 

of life in the 1940s (Alanen 1999, Alanen et al 2001, Kõresaar 2005) in the private as well as in the public 

sphere. The drive to focus on compensating for the historical injustice and studying the crimes of the 

Communist regime came from the wish to distance oneself from everything that became to be 

associated with the Soviet past and prevented Estonia’s (re)integration with the West, including 

kolkhozes and sovkhozes as the symbols of occupying power that had violently re-organized rural life 

(Alanen 1999, Alanen et al 2001, Annist 2011: 87, Pajo 2012, Rauba 2002: 16–19). However, the 

aspiration to restore pre-World War II family farms and the peasant way of life, which was perceived as 

traditional, existed side by side with the pragmatic wish to continue agricultural bulk production and 

guarantee the preservation of employment for rural residents. 

In 1992 the agricultural reform was launched to liquidate kolkhozes and sovkhozes and to create new 

farms and agricultural enterprises. However, the decrease in production capacity due to economic 

restructuring – the (ultra)liberal economic policy, low producer prices and small subsidies, the collapse 

of the markets of the former Soviet Union and the competition with cheap imported Western goods, – 

in the 1990s caused many socio-economic problems in the rural areas (Alanen 2004, Annist 2011); over 

time, dreams of viable smallholdings also disappeared.  

Views on what were really the effects of the de-collectivisation of agriculture and adjusting to the 

conditions of market economy are contradictory. The way the process, started more than two decades 

ago, is looked upon in retrospect is closely tied to more general evaluations about the developments 

that preceded it – in particular, Soviet-time agricultural production and rural life, and in a wider sense, 

the whole of the Soviet period. On the one hand, due to social problems that emerged in the rural areas 

in the 1990s, many (former) rural residents remember the period between 1960 and 1980 as a time 

when the local kolkhozes and sovkhozes guaranteed work for everyone and took care of their workers4. 

One the other hand, from the standpoint of national continuity, collectivization is viewed as a crime, as 

                                                
3
 To read about the farm as the model of a nation state in the biographies of older generation Estonians at the end of 1980s and 

the 1990s see Kõresaar 2002. 
4
 Analysing biographies written at the beginning of the 21st century, the Estonian ethnologists Kirsti Jõesalu and Ene Kõresaar 

have pointed to similar tendencies: the contents of descriptions written during the late Soviet period, e.g. the 1960s–1980s are 
influenced by the decrease of social security and coherence that was brought on by reforms carried out after the regaining of 
independence (Jõesalu and Kõresaar 2013).  
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it disrupted Estonia’s “natural” development for almost half a century. In retrospect, the so-called 

heydays of agriculture are seen as having an artificial origin (a price policy that ignored market rules, 

imported concentrated feed and fertilizers, cheap fuel and other subsidies), which was supposed to end 

with the “normalization” of life (for example Laar 2006: 268). The question about “the possibility of life” 

in kolkhozes and sovkhozes gives rise to arguments on the public level to this day.  

By compiling and publishing their biographies and historical overviews of Estonian agriculture during the 

Soviet era since the beginning of the 21st century, the former agricultural elite seems, among other 

things, to be searching for public/official recognition for their work as promoters of rural life, agricultural 

development and popular well-being under the Soviet rule. In doing this, they contest also the 

derogatory title of the “red barons” that was attributed to them by the newly re-independent Estonia’s 

young political elite, with mostly an urban background, in an attempt to marginalise them  and to drive 

them away from power as they had held leadership positions during the Soviet period. As they had well 

adapted the rules and behavioural patterns of the socialist regime, they were considered to be, to a 

greater or lesser extent, collaborators with the occupying power. 

I looked at how the understanding of Soviet rural life, communal identity and autobiographical and 

national continuity was constructed in the memoirs and history books of former agricultural elite. By 

focusing on the function that collecting and publishing memories had in shaping and strengthening their 

memory community and challenging the historical approach that was (viewed as) dominant, I analysed 

both the processes of crafting coherent identities as well as (ongoing) disputes over the “correct” 

interpretation of the past and historical writing. I also examined the role of the representations of rural 

life, mirrored in these discussions, in the relatively recently urbanized Estonia – a country, whose 

national identity is deeply rooted in peasant culture. On the one hand, documenting one’s own 

memories is a means to give sense to and mediate one’s altered position in a society changed after the 

collapse of the Soviet Union. On the other hand, it is a way of publicly keeping alive one’s life’s work, 

and by doing so taking an opposing stance to a dominating historical approach that has demonized 

kolkhozes and sovkhozes as the pillars of the occupying power and symbols of destruction of Estonian 

rural life based on family farms.  

The memoirs and history books of the former agricultural elite could be viewed as a means of coming to 

terms with the “cultural trauma” (Sztompka 1993), which resulted from fast rearrangements, changes in 

the systems of values and the economy, the renegotiation of borders between forgetting and 
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remembering, which accompanied Estonia regaining its independence. Collecting and publishing 

memories could be interpreted as a therapeutic way of omitting oneself from the “cultural disruption”, 

becoming whole, and as an adjustment strategy necessary for crafting biographical continuity. 

Contradicting with the public/dominant historical narrative motivates the last memory community of 

the Soviet era agricultural elite in Estonia to speak up in order to avoid (public) oblivion, to ensure, value 

and pass on to future generations their own life’s work and that of other rural residents. By collecting 

and publishing memories they challenge the historical image that was created at the turn of the 1980s 

and 1990s in which they do not recognize themselves. (At the same time, however, (re)crafting it – “the 

others’” vision of kolkhoz/sovkhoz life). Relying on the experiences of the agricultural crisis of the 1990s, 

they also object to the narrative of Estonia as a successful reform country. Highlighting the collective 

and state farms’ role in solving social issues and caring for their employees, they also criticize the newly 

independent Estonia’s deficiencies in rural and social politics, comparing it to the late Soviet era.  

The secondment presented me with an invaluable chance to look at and experience these processes, 

which at home often seem natural, from “the other’s” perspective. In addition, I became more 

conscious of the historical and trauma narratives, memory discourses I have acquired through life and 

that I am prone to mediate. This is an essential skill for a cultural researcher for whom reflexivity is since 

the narrative turn in cultural and social studies an important tool for professional evolvement. 
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